INTERNAL MEMO

FROM: DIRECTOR
TIMETABLE & SCHEDULING OF UNITS

DATE: 21ST JUNE 2019

TO: SEE BELOW

SUBJECT: FINAL EXAMINATION TIMETABLE FOR SCH. OF ENGINEERING PROGRAMMES(Y2-Y5). SEMESTER II: 2018-2019 ACADEMIC YEAR.

Attached herewith find the Final Examination Timetable for the above students of Semester II: Academic Year 2018/2019.

These Examinations are scheduled to be done between 1st July 2019 to 12th July 2019

All units forwarded to this office have been included and synchronization done where groups are known. After release of the provisional timetable, all requests forwarded for adjustment have been taken care.

Students are advised to check their units carefully and follow the date, time and the grouping strictly given in this timetable.

This timetable has also been posted online for students and staff viewing

Thank you.

MR. MUTEGI MUKOBWA
AG.DIRECTOR, TIMETABLENG & SCHEDULING OF UNITS

C.c: Vice-Chancellor
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic)
Registrar (Academic)
Examination Section
Academic Audit

To: Chairperson, Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Chairperson, Mechanical Engineering
Chairperson, Civil Engineering
Chairperson Energy Technology
Gas and Petroleum Engineering
Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
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